
Key words/terms 

Anti-sematic—The hatred and persecution of Jews 

Censorship -  To control the information  produced (books, 

newspapers, media etc.) 

Concentration camps - a prison camp where enemies of the 

state were held in terrible conditions. 

Dictatorship—A country ruled by a dictator wih very strict laws 

Great Depression—a period of high unemployment in the 1930’s  

when many businesses failed. 

Fuhrer - The German word for leader.  

Gestapo - The secret police in Nazi Germany. 

Indoctrination  - To brainwash someone to be-

lieve something without question. 

Popularity - To be liked or admired. 

SS—Part of the German army a specialist group 

that could arrest people without trial and 

search houses without permission from the 

courts. They also ran the concentration camps. 

 

Key Factors 
 

Hitler and the Nazi’s quickly eliminated all 

forms of  Political opposition and intro-

duced three key measures to control the 

people. 

 

 Censorship 

 

 Terror 

 

 Propaganda 

Key Events 
1919 World War One ends. Germany 

signs an unconditional surrender and 

the Treaty of Versailles imposes 

harsh sanctions on Germany 

1929 The Wall Street Crash spells  

economic hardship for many Countries.  

Germany is the hardest hit.  

1932  - The Nazi’s become the 

largest political party in Germany. 

1933 Hitler becomes Chancellor 

(Prime Minister) of Germany 

1934 - Hitler become Furher of Ger-

many 

1935—The Nuremberg Laws are 

passed restricting the rights of many 

Jews 

1938 - Kristallnacht— A coordinated 

attack on Jewish people and their 

property, 91 Jews were murdered and 

25,000 to 30,000 were arrested and 

deported to concentration camps. 110 

synagogues were destroyed and thou-

History Fact file 2—Life in  

Hitler’s Germany 

Propaganda 

Many Germans did not need to be terrorised into supporting 

Hitler. They went along with the ideas because they believed 

that Germany  was benefiting from the way the Country was 

being governed. Propaganda was used to convince the people to support the Nazi’s. The prop-

aganda targeted all sections of society and appeared in many different forms from Newspa-

pers, Films, posters and Rallies. Organisations such as the Hitler Youth Movement rein-

forced the Propaganda by indoctrinating the younger generation in Nazi Party ideals. Josef 

Goebbels was in charge of the propaganda produced and he made sure people only saw one 

sided  information against the Nazi’s. This ensured that people in Germany only presented 

with positive information, which was often exaggerated to highlight the success of the 

Nazi’s and their failings were kept hidden from the public.   



Terror: 

As well as propaganda Hitler also used fear to control the people. This was used to stop any 

opposition. The man at the centre of the Terror network was Heinrich Himmler. There a num-

ber of different groups involved in enforcing the terror including the SS, the Gestapo, the 

Courts and Concentration Camps.  

 

The SS were part of the German army a specialist group that could arrest people without tri-

al and search houses without permission from the courts. They also ran the concentration 

camps. The Gestapo were the secret police. They could tap phones and arrest and torture 

people without going through the courts. They also had a huge network of informers who 

would report on local ‘anti-Nazi’ people. The Courts were also under the control of the Nazi’s 

so a fair trail was impossible. All judges were made to swear an oath of loyalty to Hitler. The 

number of crimes that received the death sentence increased dramatically, one example of 

which was listening to a foreign radio station.  

 

Finally, you had the concentration camps. The first one opened just after the Nazi’s came into 

power and housed political prisoners. Conditions in camps were appalling, food was very limited 

and discipline was harsh and violent. Prisoners were made to carry out hard manual labour and 

few people came survived. Those that did were sent back into the community purposely to 

spread news of the camps and stories of them helped to increase the ‘terror’. 

Censorship 
All forms of media were controlled by the Nazi’s from books  to films, from art of freedom 

of speech. Once Hitler came into power two thirds on German newspapers were closed down 

and only the ones that support the Nazi party were allowed. Communities were encouraged to 

organise book burning events. The Nazi party also took over radio stations and only party ap-

proved material was broadcast.  Hitler’s speeches were played over and over again in the work 

place and over the radio. Art was also censored and artists were encouraged to make works 

which promoted Nazi policies and the Aryan race (blonde and blue eyes). 


